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CHAIRPERSON’S REPORT
“I can’t change the direction of the wind but I can adjust my sails to
always reach my destination” Jimmy Dean
“The pessimist complains about the wind; the optimist expects it to change;
the realist adjust the sails” William Arthur Ward
In keeping with the metaphor of the journey that SPP
has embarked upon, 2016 presented its fair share of
cross-winds that could easily have caused institutions
to steer off-course. The “Trump-tsunami” took all and
sundry by surprise, Brexit shook the European Union
to its core and the election of Theresa May underscored
the wave of conservatism and nationalism that
underpinned these global events. Here at home, the
Constitutional Court ruled that the President of South
Africa failed to uphold the Constitution in the
Nkandlagate scandal and that was followed swiftly
by the State of Capture report which implicated nearly
the whole of Cabinet and the leadership of Stateowned Enterprises. The struggle of the learning youth
continued for free tertiary education and, by all
accounts, it is expected to continue into 2017.
It seems that we are caught in the middle of a period
where the old is dying but the new is struggling to be
borne. None illustrates this reality more vividly than
the August local government elections where a number
of councils failed to produce a majority party and
party bosses had to adjust their sails in order to deal
with the changing winds in their efforts to reach their
respective destinations. By all accounts, we appear to
be a global society in transition. The circumstances
are ripe for the realists to drive the required
adjustments and change while focusing on the ultimate
destination.
The ultimate destination for SPP will always remain
the struggle and progress for the unemployed youth
and rural poor, especially women in their quest for
food sovereignty. In this regard, our continued
endeavours within a changing society and amidst
changing political regimes must remain focused on
advocacy and the mediating role between
governments, NGOs in the sector and the fora
representing the ultimate beneficiaries namely the
youth and the rural poor and women. Our experiences
in Swartland and Cederberg, among others, must build
not only our capacity to mediate in this environment
but also build the capacity of our partners and
governmental roleplayers to navigate our changing
and empowering policy environment. Equally, in the
area of agrarian reform, our focus has remained
steadfast on the imperative of youth and women

mobilisation. In this regard, our partners in the Food
Sovereignty Campaign (FSC) have made space for
women and youth in the Task Team thereby providing
a space for their aspirations to be aired and forming
an integral part of the programme. The FSC is an
example of the endless possibilities of sustained social
activism to advance the cause of the rural poor. The
FSC has consistently taken up the cudgels for smallscale farmers, farm workers and the plight of those
on commonage land and their running battles with
some municipalities.
As I have indicated in this space in the past, it will not
be possible for SPP to play its progressive role and to
remain steadfast on its journey, without dedicated,
committed, focused and loyal staff members. Although
we have lost a few familiar faces, we have gained
others and we have leveraged off the strength of some
who did not even realise how strong they were! The
dedicated and highly resourceful staff and Board
members with the assistance of a vast array of civil
society partners are, and will remain steadfast in their
support of the organisation as it ventures forth amidst
a climate of changing winds and adjusting its sails in
order to reach its destination.
Finally, SPP also has to adjust her sails as we bid
farewell to a stalwart of the organisation. Our CEO,
Herschelle Milford, has decided to spread her wings
to explore new possibilities. Words cannot express
our heartfelt thanks and appreciation for the role
played by Herschelle as she sojourned with us on our
path. She is a dynamic, committed, resourceful and
principled member of SPP and we will miss her. We
have no doubt that the bonds that we have forged
will sustain our relationship wherever we will find
ourselves in the future. Go well, Herschelle, on your
path.

Johann Mettler
CHAIRPERSON

“If there is no struggle,
there is no progress” Frederick Douglas
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CEO’S REPORT
“Even the smallest victory is never to be taken for granted. Each victory
must be applauded.”(Audre Lorde - black, lesbian, feminist, mother, warrior, poet, civil rights activist,

1934-1992).

The work of Audre Lorde brought awareness and
challenged society to stand up against sexism, racism,
homophobia, classism, and ageism, all the values that
hold true for SPP. The current global and national
context that shapes the mission of SPP, could lead
activists and other proponents of just and transformed
societies to feel demotivated and disillusioned, but
embracing and recognising the value of each significant
moment of change and success provides the energy
for the next battle.
We experienced 2016 as a year of right-wing forces
gaining ground. The election of Donald Trump shocked
progressive forces the globally. In many ways, his
ascendance can be seen as the result of a racially
divided and unequal country characterised by growing
fascism. US civil society responded powerfully by
organising protest, and direct action. The powerful
resistance by Native Americans at Standing Rock
against the Dakota Access Pipeline (with women at
the helm) and the ongoing radical united action of
social movements against the ascension to power of
regressive politician Michel Temer in Brazil, were some
victories that gave hope and inspired activists all over
the world.
Back home, the student protests and the struggle for
free education and decolonisation provided a new
energy for mobilising social movements. Many young
people were inspired by the students taking action to
overcome their lived realities of deepening unemployment, inequality and poverty. In March, the
Constitutional Court ruled that President Jacob Zuma
failed to uphold the Constitution when he ignored the
Public Protector’s report on his residence at Nkandla.
The results of local government elections held in August
showed that, since 2011, the ruling party has lost a
significant amount of support in key cities and towns.
The ongoing lack of interest at local government level,
to implement a coherent rural development strategy
that advances land reform, continues to hamper any
meaningful solutions to food insecurity and
landlessness. Many municipalities have poor social
development plans and lack any agricultural
development agenda for emerging farmers, a clear
indication that poverty alleviation is not a high priority.
Commercial farmers continue to be the dominant
interest group in agriculture.

Civil society was shocked by the assassinations of
Honduran environmental activist Berta Cáceres, and
locally Sikhosiphi “Bazooka” Rhadebe, an activist
fighting against mining activities on the ancestral land
of Amadiba on the Wild Coast.
The announcement by Deputy President Cyril
Ramaphosa that an advisory panel recommendation
for a national minimum wage of R3 500 per month,
to be phased in over two or three years, had a mixed
reception. SPP and our allies will discuss this critical
issue and take it up in our work at every level. The
Pietermaritzburg Agency for Community Social Action
(PACSA) points out that the average number of people
supported by one wage in a South African household
is 3.9. If the national minimum wage is set at R3 500,
the average amount per person is then just under
R900, below the current food poverty line of R1 077
a month.
The alleged killing of a farm worker by a farmer in the
Lutzville area has angered and shocked the local
community and activists. SPP continued to support
the mobilisation efforts of farm workers’ forums and
local activists who had to contend with growing
divisions caused by “divide and rule” tactics of affluent
farmers in the area. It was a victory that the alleged
killer was denied bail and we are looking forward to
a possible High Court battle in the coming year. Soon
after the Cape Times reported this story, local activists
became aware of a number of other assaults and
incidents of victimisation.
While the members of the Right to Agrarian Reform
for Food Sovereignty Campaign (FSC) have long
recognised the important role that youth play in
agrarian transformation, they still struggled to
effectively mobilise this key group. However, some
important building blocks have been put in place to
change this. Youth interns have played a key role in
advancing the youth agenda and mobilising youth
through new creative methodologies which have, for
example, incorporated arts, culture and film screenings.
The power of peer learning and exchanges to help link
rural and urban youth, and to build the solidarity and
cohesion necessary for mobilising and movement
building, has been evident over the past year. However,
the lack of young women in these activities remains
a gap.
SURPLUS PEOPLE PROJECT ANNUAL REPORT 2016
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The vision and intention of the youth project as it
unfolds is to play a key role in social movements such
as the FSC, the Rural Women’s Assembly (RWA), and
networks and alliances such as Tshintsha Amakhaya
and the Northern Cape Regional Network.
.
Raising awareness about patriarchy and its impact on
the lived reality of women is the work to be done! In
our interactions with communities we realise that any
failure to address sexism head-on reinforces skewed
power relations, limits the potential benefits for women,
and hinders their contribution to agrarian transformation. The food sovereignty framework remains
a valuable tool for analysis and places the role of
women and youth farm workers in particular, at the
centre.

5

At the time of writing (June 2017) I will sadly be
leaving SPP after 18 years. I have been inspired and
shaped by the struggles and stories of the many
amazing women and men that we work with. A special
thank you to the SPP Board, staff and interns (both
past and present) for your confidence in me over these
years and for your unwavering support that made this
a memorable experience. Appreciation also to our
partners and stakeholders for believing in the work of
SPP. Continue the struggle for justice and stay true to
the values that make SPP an organisation to be proud
of. I will dearly miss you all.

Herschelle Milford, CEO

AGRARIAN
TRANSFORMATION
SURPLUS PEOPLE PROJECT ANNUAL REPORT 2016
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STRATEGIC CHOICE 1:
AGRARIAN TRANSFORMATION

The growing demand for land is evident through the
various processes and mobilisation actions that
emerging small scale farmers, the Right to Agrarian
Reform for Food Sovereignty Campaign (FSC), farm
workers & dwellers, youth and women engaged in
during the past year. The following processes and
actions attempt to depict the local struggles for agrarian
transformation.
• ARE CURRENT LAND REFORM MECHANISMS
BENEFITTING THE POOR?
During 2015 the Minister of Rural Development and
Land Reform (DRD&LR) announced the establishment
of the District Land Reform Committees (DLRC)
throughout South Africa. In 2016 a sub-committee
namely the Beneficiary Selection Committee (BSC)
within the DLRC was elected to mainly focus on the
selection process to access farms purchased by the
DRD&LR. The Pro-active Land Acquisition Strategy
(PLAS) is the land reform option that is prioritized by
the DRD&LR. The limitations of PLAS as a
transformative and land redistribution mechanism are
evident when decisions on farm allocations are made
in these committees i.e. the DRD&LR only focus on
purchasing farms for livestock; farms remaining the
property of the state with beneficiaries signing lease
agreements that involves a mentor and strategic
partner (both often white commercial farmers); the
state not purchasing land under the Land Redistribution
Program, hence commonage land is not under
discussion as an option; only one farmer can gain
access to a farm creating a competitive situation for
farmers who have a history of collectivism and
cooperation; emerging farmers should be registered
on the DRD&LR’s database otherwise they would not
be considered to acquire land. It is for these reasons
that SPP and the FSC will have to make strategic
decisions on what role to play in relation to these
committees.
Case study to highlight the limitations of land reform
policies for farm workers [Real names have been
changed]
Farm X is situated in the Northern Cape Province. This
farm is in the market to be purchased by the
Department of Rural Development and Land Reform
under the Pro-active Land Acquisition Strategy (PLAS).
7

Mr P is a farm worker for about 40 years. He started
working on Farm X since the age of 15 and is married
with three children. Though he does not have formal
training, he has 40 years of experience in sheep
farming. Mr P conveyed interest in continuing farming
on the property should the farm be purchased by the
DRD&LR. The members of the District Land Reform
Committee are in full support of him being allocated
access to the farm. Through the process it was found
that Mr. P work on Farm X, but is a dweller on the
neighbouring farm owned by the same commercial
farmer. Mr P owns 25 sheep and the farm size is
2376.8763ha.
A few obstacles arise for Mr. P:
If he should gain access to Farm X he and his family
will lose their tenure rights on the farm where they
currently stay. If the farm should be recapitalised and
he should get a vehicle to farm, he has no licence which
means that he would then still rely on the commercial
farmer or the mentor to access the farm or markets
(unless of course he can obtain a licence); If he should
relocate to the farm and in a few years’ time he should
stop farming for any reason what would then happen
to his family unless they are interested in taking over
the farming?
The above arguments made it difficult for the District
Land Reform Committee to make a recommendation.
Tenure rights of farmworkers are a key priority. The
options for Mr. P are limited since there are no
alternative programs to secure his tenure rights as well
as allow him access to land for farming, unless he goes
into a shareholding agreement based on the 50/50
policy - Strengthening the Relative Rights of farm
workers. This policy is however criticized by farm
workers / dwellers themselves as it is not beneficial for
the majority of farm workers, especially seasonal
women workers.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT ENGAGEMENT
During this year SPP and Legal Resources Centre was
requested by the Nama Khoi Council and
Administration to assist with the completion of their
draft irrigation regulations.

The draft irrigation and garden plot regulations were
developed during the transition period of the tenure
reform process in the Coloured Rural Areas in terms
of the Transformation of Certain Rural Areas Act, Act
94 of 1998. SPP, irrigation farmers, with support from
the LRC engaged with both the Nama Khoi Municipal
Council and the Administration on the finalisation of
the irrigation and garden plot regulations. In addition
SPP and LRC assisted the administration in the drafting
of a memorandum to the Nama Khoi Council for the
promulgation of the irrigation and garden plot
regulations.
Nama Khoi Municipality has taken the lead, not only
in the Northern Cape, but also in South Africa in
developing institutional mechanisms for the
management of commonage/communal land and is
again taking the lead in the development and
promulgation of irrigation and garden plot regulations.
CHALLENGING THE EXTENSION OF TENURE
SECURITY (ESTA) AMENDMENT BILL
SPP organised and facilitated a gathering of
farmworkers from De Doorns, Ceres, Citrusdal, Rooiwal
and Vioolsdrift to discuss the ESTA Amendment Bill
and to prepare written and oral submissions. The Bill
seeks to amend the Extension of Security of Tenure
Act, 1997, so as to:

• further regulate the rights of occupiers;
• provide for legal representation for occupiers;
• further regulate the eviction of occupiers by enforcing
alternative resolution mechanisms provided for in
the Act;
• provide for the establishment and operation of a
Land Rights Management Board and
• provide for the establishment and operation of Land
Rights Management Committees to identify, monitor
and settle land rights disputes.
Three farm worker representatives were elected to
present the oral submission at the Public Hearings in
their respective areas. Approximately 200 people on
average attended the hearings. Members of the
Citrusdal Farm Worker/ Dweller and Migrant Forum
made both oral and written submissions and demanded
the following: that ESTA must fall; that the relative
rights of people living on farms must be
strengthened, but rejected the 50/50 Policy;
Government and local government must comply
with legislation; On- and off -farm development
must be considered; and Justice for evictees and
changes to the legal system be prioritised.
In addition to the submission of the farmworkers, SPP
and the Citrusdal Farm Worker/ Dweller and Migrant
Forum made oral representations to the Portfolio
Committee on Rural Development and Land Reform.

• amend and insert certain definitions; to substitute
the provision of subsidies with tenure grants;
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FARM WORKERS PUT UNUSED STATE LAND
UNDER PRODUCTION TO ADDRESS FOOD
INSECURITY
Local farm workers and dwellers from Citrusdal in
solidarity with FSC members from Northern and
Western Cape occupied the ARC experimental farm
(”Proefplaas”). This was in response to the call by Via
Campesina for a Day of Action (16 October) for
People’s Food Sovereignty also known by movements
as World Food Sovereignty Day. This action coincided
with an exchange between members of peasant
movements of Via Campesina namely Zimsoff
(Zimbabwe), Landless People’s Movement (LPM-SA),
and UNAC (Mozambique). This action strengthened
solidarity and cooperation - key values of the food
sovereignty movement. Youth, women and men
planted together, chanted slogans of resistance together
and through this action took a stand against industrial,
chemical based agriculture, and agrarian transformation.
ENGAGING THE STATE FOR LAND OWNERSHIP,
LAND ACCESS AND FOR TENURE SECURITY
Lutzville and Vredendal farmers negotiated with the
Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries
(DAFF) to access and use land they had identified.
They were successful with one of the three identified
farms but the process continues. They transport water
from their homes to the farm so this is also a critical
point of discussion and attention given the recent
water shortages and drought.
Rooiberg emerging farmers from Vredendal joined the
Matzikama Farmers’ Forum early this year. They live
in Vredendal, but farm on a piece of land called
Rooiberg, which is 13km out of Vanrhynsdorp. This
farm was previously used by the military and they
believe that there is still a possibility of active land
mines. Rooiberg EFA consists of 8 (3 women) members.
They will soon need to move to alternative land,
because this land will be put under custodianship of
Cape Nature.
Since they do not have options for alternative land,
they are still farming on this land. They transport water
because of the low water quality on the farm. Several
discussions have been taking place between Cape
9

Nature and the farmers on how to resolve this matter.
They resist leaving the farm, until they receive
alternative land to farm. A meeting between the
Matzikama Municipality and the farmers have been
held to look into alternative land. They have identified
state land of about 6000ha which is currently only
used by three farmers with less than 150 sheep. They
are now exploring how to be accommodated on this
farm and another farm nearby. The resistance of
farmers has been inspiring and has proven that pressure
and resistance lead to results, no matter how long the
struggle!
RE-UTILISING AVAILABLE LAND
35 farmers from Vredendal started to plant lucern on
2ha of commonage land that was not used for a long
time. They held various functions to buy their own
lucern seed and water infrastructure, applied for more
than 40 olive trees, a project they will give to five
people of their association.
ADVOCATING FOR COMMONAGE LAND AS A
LAND REFORM OPTION FOR THE POOR
The quarterly meetings of the REFA (Regional Emerging
Farmers’ Association) involve about 34 representatives
(13women), representing three municipalities and 16
farmers’ associations. Their biggest challenge remains
access to commonage land (municipal owned land):
land has been put up for open tender; property tax
was increased and lease agreement only signed for
three years. Through their engagements with and acts
of resistance they have been able to put processes on
hold. These are however temporary measures. A more
inclusive national campaign on commonage is
earmarked with Tshintsha Amakhaya alliance partners
nationally.
The Northern Cape Department of Economic
Development and Tourism held a Namakwa District
Economic Policy Symposium in Springbok. SPP made
inputs and raise awareness for land based agrarian
livelihoods and agroecology.

TRANCRAA AND TRANSFER OF LAND IN
NAMAQUALAND ACT 9 AREAS
The TRANCRAA National Task Team (TNTT) met twice
and focused on the implementation plans, budgets
and updates on the Communal Property Association
Act and Comprehensive Rural Development Program
(CRDP) implementation as it relates to TRANCRAA
Areas.
A positive outcome of the TNTT meeting was the
establishment of a Working Group whose mandate is
to work on specific concerns in the policy process such
as Proclamation 154 and Section 2 of TRANCRAA.
The purpose is to look at problems each TRANCRAA
community is experiencing on the proclamation and
section 2, with the aim of coming up with solutions
to these challenges. The Working Group consists of
SPP, community representatives, Legal Services and
Land Tenure Administration from the DRDCLR.
ROODEBERGSKLOOF LAND STRUGGLE
Roodebergskloof farm (4 412 ha) was bought under
the Land Redistribution Programme of the Department
of Rural Development and Land Reform way back in
2004 for the use of farmers that lives in Garies.
However, over the years this farm was never properly
managed nor fully utilised. About 1, 220 ha land of
the farm (mostly mountainous area) is set aside for
conservation purposes to protect the nine (9) endemic
plants and 22 insects that can be found on the farm.
A 15 year agreement was entered into on 04 July
2007 between the different role players (Municipality,

Roodebergskloof land users, Conservation SA (CSA)
and SPP. This agreement expires in 2022 and nothing
came from this agreement as yet. After recent
consultation with CSA and DENC (Department of
Environment and Nature Conservation - Northern
Cape) a joint meeting between all the various relevant
stakeholders committed to re-start this process to see
how Roodebergskloof can be used productively and
what support and roles are required by the various
role-players.
MAASDORP COMMUNITY CHALLENGE LOCAL
GOVERNMENT’S LACK OF CONSULTATION
The Forestry Community Forum (FCF) comprises of
residents residing in 13 worker villages of plantation
settlements in the Western Cape. The forum was
established around concerns that include eviction and
landlessness of residents, lack of tenure security and
poor service delivery. Through alliances formed with
the Southern Cape (Forestry Indaba) and pressure
placed on the Department of DAFF a Western Cape
Forestry Sector Forum (WCFSF) was established. The
WCFSF comprises of local forestry structures, private
sectors and government officials of which forestry
issues are addressed. The relationship between the
diverse organisations- FCF and WCFSF - is currently
not as clear with regards to the strategies and actions
of each.
As the forum is busy driving the broader strategy, the
local communities are experiencing daily struggles
and issues.
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Maasdorp community, a forestry community that fall
under Public Works and located in Franschoek has
been receiving water bills for households of about
R2 000.00 a month. Eight years ago the water system
of the village was changed from flow water to municipal
water without consultation. The Stellenbosch
Municipality was approached and the processes from
the municipality side has since been put on hold until
all other issues are sorted out such as leakages and
broken meters. This was a victory for the community
but the struggle and the process with the municipality
continues.
KAMIESBERG COMMUNITIES MOBILISING
FOR CHANGE
Access to land, water, and infrastructure and service
delivery is a daily struggle for farmers on local municipal
commonage. The support from the Kamiesberg
Municipality is often minimal to non-existent. They
are also not allowed to farm on the nearby communal
land of the Leliefontein Area. Kamiesberg Municipality
is part of the Comprehensive Rural Development
Programme which focuses on “enabling rural people
to take control of their destiny, with the support from
government, and thereby dealing effectively with rural
poverty through the optimal use and management of
natural resources. This will be achieved through a
coordinated and integrated broad-based agrarian
transformation as well as the strategic investment in
economic and social infrastructure that will benefit the
rural communities.”
Several community meetings were held in towns to
discuss home food gardens and broader community
challenges. Awareness around agroecology and food
sovereignty formed part of the community
conversations. The needs analysis of communal farmers
in the Kamiesberg areas revealed lack of fencing, water,
poor maintenance of water infrastructure, lack of
production resources, overgrazing, alien vegetation,
lack of extension support and a need for additional
land. The communities resolved to approach the
Municipality with their needs in order to being included
in the infrastructure development under the CRDP
which potentially could result in water tanks to store
water and to harvest rainwater and equipping and
11

utilising existing boreholes as an additional resource
of water.
HONDEKLIP BAY IN NEED OF LAND FOR LIVESTOCK
FARMING
Small scale farmers in Hondeklip Bay, notably those
not interested in fishing, have an urgent for land for
their livestock. Retrenched and ex-mineworkers are
also interested in investing their pension and severance
packages in livestock farming. Unfortunately they
cannot farm on the adjacent communal land of
Klipfontein and Spoegrivier. At a meeting, they resolved
to occupy mining land and land belonging to SanParks.
One farmer already did this and occupied land
belonging to SanParks. Since the Department of Rural
Development and Land Reform no longer buy land for
commonage or redistribution, the Kamiesberg
Municipality is looking for alternative land and sources
of water provision.
COMMUNITIES AFFECTED BY MINING LEARN
AND STRATEGISE TOGETHER
SPP staff participated in an Environmental Rights
Training Workshop with community members in
Hondeklip Bay, conducted by the Centre for
Environmental Rights (CER) and initiated by the Mining
and Environmental Justice Community Network of
South Africa (MEJCON-SA). The latter is a network of
communities, community based organisations and
community members from different parts of South
Africa whose environmental and human rights are
affected, directly or indirectly, by mining activities.
The purpose of the training was to empower
communities to assert and defend their rights to an
environment that is not harmful to their health and
well-being, including rights to participate in decisions
about mining in their community.
The training also covered communities’ rights to
information and records, required to exercise their
environmental rights, including environmental
management programmes, social and labour plans,
and compliance data. FSC members and community
members from West Coast who have mining challenges
with an Australian Mining Company joined the session.

MOVEMENT BUILDING AND
SOCIAL MOBILISATION
SURPLUS PEOPLE PROJECT ANNUAL REPORT 2016
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STRATEGIC CHOICE 2: MOVEMENT BUILDING AND SOCIAL MOBILISATION
Right to Agrarian Reform for Food Sovereignty Campaign (FSC)

Social movements at this juncture face many challenges
despite a vigilant and active mobilisation and protest
history. A coherent, united force to address the impact
of neoliberal and anti-poor policies amongst others is
however lacking. The FSC is also challenged on how
they navigate the competing needs of the communities
for land, housing, services amongst others through a
more coherent political strategy. In the context of no
radical agrarian transformation, the FSC remains an
important vehicle for the rural communities of the
Western and Northern Cape provinces. They have
been able to consistently demonstrate solidarity with
like-minded land struggles and movements and have
proactively used direct action and protest as a way of
highlighting the plight of poor farmers and farm,
forestry and rural workers. Their alliance to Via
Campesina have strengthened their links to global
struggles whilst staying rooted in local struggles for
land, water and food sovereignty.
RESISTING EVICTIONS
The International Day of Peasants’ Struggles was
observed on the 15 April 2016 with a local mobilisation
action and protest march in Malmesbury, in solidarity
with farmers facing eviction from municipal land. Oupa
Lehulere from Khanya College facilitated a popular
education session on movement building and local
activism before the march. More than 200 women
and men (women being the majority) from Western
and Northern Cape, came together to express solidarity
with the Swartland Forum. Pamphlets distribution and
an awareness raising action targeted farmworkers
doing their weekly shopping. Farmworkers expressed
their experiences and issues of being a farmworker
and working on commercial farms. 500 pamphlets
were distributed which raised awareness about
community issues such as housing, farmworkers rights
and land access. This created a platform to form
alliances with other organisations and structures and
to connect the different issues and struggles.
This action also stimulated the Forums’ objective or
plan of strengthening the base and forming solidarity
within the Swartland Municipal area through
mobilisation to surrounding communities such as
Abbotsdale, Goedgegundt, Chatsworth and RiebeeckKasteel. All associations of the Forum committed to
13

further and ongoing mobilisation of farmworkers and
creating awareness on farmworker rights. A Swartland
Task Team was established with the mandate to
specifically look at land and agrarian struggles and
involving a broader network of partners and allies. The
Task Team comprises of member from each association
in the Swartland Forum.
The protest march and mobilisation action is one of
the strategies in a long-dragging struggle for land by
the Malmesbury farmers facing evictions and was
preceded by various processes and advocacy by farmers,
the FSC, the Forum with support from SPP.
.
PUBLIC FORUM ON MOVEMENT BUILDING
The public forum organised and hosted by the Food
Sovereignty Campaign was part of a larger exchange
programme between movements from UNAC
(Mozambique); Zimsoff (Zimbabwe); LPM (SA) and
the FSC. Its aim was to contribute and create a space
towards a greater understanding of modes of organising
in the current context and to explore the challenges
movements face. The panellists were from: the South
African Food Sovereignty Campaign, #FeesMustFall,
Housing Assembly, Inyanda Land Movement, Landless
People Movement, Food Sovereignty Campaign,
Zimsoff, and UNAC. The keynote speaker from ILRIG
presented about the contemporary political-economic
context, emphasised around the intersectionality of
poverty, repression, class, race, gender, and the crisis
of capitalism. The suggested way forward was to build
greater networking strategies and solidarity between
the different struggles; promoting regional and
international solidarity.
GROWING THE FOOD SOVEREIGNTY CAMPAIGN
More young people became active in the Food
Sovereignty Campaign (FSC). Frederick Koopman from
the Citrusdal Farm Workers/ Dwellers Forum was
chosen to represent FSC in the Geneva conference in
Switzerland and reviewing feedback, he was
passionately fighting for peasant rights/farm workers’
rights and participants could really understand the
short comings of constitutional democracy and impact
of globalization in South-Africa.

IN SOLIDARITY WITH MOVEMENTS
Members of the FSC and SPP staff participated in the
mobilisation actions of Roberson Winery Workers
during their strike. These actions included strategising
and planning sessions around solidarity and the
importance of building alliances and allies; fundraising
efforts which could assist the families of striking
workers and a march through Robertson supporting
workers outside the factory.
The delegation from Mozambique and Zimbabwe
utilised their presence to speak out and bring messages
of solidarity from regional and global partners. The
FSC donated R1000,00 to the striking workers. In
addition, the Citrusdal Farm Workers, Dwellers and
Migrant Forum donated 50 kg of flour and a pig (a
true sign of food sovereignty). CSAAWU, the union
representing the workers and striking workers addressed
the FSC Task Team on the strike at one of the FSC
meetings. One of the two Food Sovereignty Campaign
Task team meetings also included an exchange and
discussion with the Witzenberg Action Group in Ceres
where they could share their mobilisation strategy to
resist the implementation of PALS (a large scale
commercial agribusiness initiative supported by the
state).

PARTNERING TO LEARN AND ADVOCATE
FOR LGBTIQ RIGHTS
The partnership and collaboration with Triangle Project
stemmed from a context of increased marginalisation
of LGBTIQ persons in relation to land and agrarian
transformation. Triangle Project’s extensive experience
assisted SPP facilitators towards rethinking and restrategising towards a more inclusive approach and
greater awareness. An initial two day session was held
for 17 young women and nine persons who identify
as LGBTIQ persons and this session focused on stigma
and challenges faced in communities. Issues (e.g.
gender-based violence, abuse, unemployment, and
teenage pregnancy etc.) were expressed through role
plays. A documentary by a young woman activist /
film producer, Nadine Cloete was screened and used
for a political education session with the youth activists.
(The documentary “Action Kommandant”) about the
life of Ashley Kriel tells the story of life during
“Apartheid” and how activists organised, planned and
prepared for the struggle they were facing at the time).
The day concluded with making their own T-shirts
with different slogans, handing out sanitary towels
and tampons as part of a campaign around young
women leaving school due to not being able to afford
sanitary pads or tampons. The sessions were jointly
facilitated by Women on Farms and SPP. This process
resulted in us reviewing our attendance registers to
be inclusive.
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ENGAGEMENT WITH THE NORTHERN CAPE
PROVINCIAL DEPARTMENTS
Back in 2015 the members of the Right to Agrarian
Reform for Food Sovereignty Campaign (FSC) in the
Northern Cape handed over a memorandum to
government departments outlining the needs of land
users in the district. In 2016 SPP with FSC community
representatives strategised to re-send the
memorandum to the national minister of Rural
Development and Land Reform, the Premier of the
Northern Cape Province, the relevant MEC’s as
mentioned in the memorandum and the relevant
municipalities and governments departments, since
no satisfactory responses were received.
.
The Northern Cape Premier and her Cabinet visited
the Rooiwal & Vioolsdrift community in June 2016
and the Food Sovereignty Campaign used this platform
to raise the issues as stipulated in the memorandum.
The FSC members also targeted different MEC’s and
succeeded to engage with the MEC of Agriculture,
Rural Development and Land Reform, who agreed to
a follow-up meeting.
These engagements did not have any satisfactory
outcomes for the FSC and they organised and
strategised to occupy the relevant provincial
department offices in Kimberley in order to be heard.
After occupying the offices of Departments of Rural
Development and Land Reform and Water and
Sanitation (DWS), where a memorandum was again
handed over, the DWS agreed to give feedback on it.
They noted that they received a letter from Human
Rights Commission regarding the water crisis of
Loeriesfontein (previously presented by farmers). They
indicated their department cannot give 100% funding
for this project- the Municipality should start this
project with their funding and the department will
support afterwards (15 million will be put into project).
Water and sanitation forums will be established in
every town to educate people about their roles and
responsibility. In the meantime, the municipality will
try to implement a solar pump and generator system
to make sure that the community of Loeriesfontein
have water for at least 18 hours per day. This was a
victory for the Regional Emerging Farmers’ Association
& FSC even though still a long struggle ahead.
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One of the women livestock farmers says: “...There

is a misconception by government that
commercial farmers are the only food growers
and providers in South Africa. We as small
scale farmers have the skills to produce our
own food, but we do not get the support to do
so from government...”.
ADVOCATING AND INFLUENCING FOR POLICY
CHANGES
The newly elected ANC controlled councils in the
Hantam Karoo Region convened, on request of
emerging farmers, to discuss the commonage land
and related issues. The document compiled by SPP
and farmers was used as the basis to finalise a new
commonage policy document, incorporating the
demands from farmers:
1. Drafting of new commonage policy in partnership
with all role players
2. Renewing existing contracts for at least a period of
15 years
3. Establishing a commonage committee which include
the emerging farmers
4. Providing infrastructure support on commonage
land
5. Stopping the tender process and prioritise
disadvantaged emerging farmers, women and youth
ORGANISING FARM WORKERS AND RIGHTS
EDUCATION WORKSHOPS & TRAINING
The employment rights of farm workers are violated
on a daily basis. Migrant workers and workers are
employed through labour brokers to work on
commercial farms. Farm workers have expressed the
need for land especially since the 2012/2013 farm
workers strike.
In the Hantam Karoo farm workers expressed the need
for land for production and the lack of services by the
local municipality. There is also the concern about
farms that are sold which leaves workers vulnerable
and destitute.

The SKA (Square Kilometre Array) project in Carnarvon,
Northern Cape, is an international effort to build the
world’s largest radio telescope, with a square kilometre
(one million square metres) of collecting area. Farm
workers in the area fear job losses and evictions because
of the purchases of farms by the SKA project. The
impact of this development on farm workers and
communities of Brandvlei, Van Wyksvlei and Carnarvon
is being assessed and forms part of the popular
education and organising work in the area.
.
Mobilising farm workers, fisher folk, people working
in the mining industry and local activists in the
Northern Cape has been a focus for this period and
a key issue for our new strategy. Two labour rights
workshops were held in Namaqualand and a task team
was nominated with the responsibility to unite and
integrate the diverse struggles and lobby for support
by the broader community.
Three farm workers & dwellers forums were established
in Moorreesburg, Matzikama and Hantam Karoo as a
mouthpiece to coordinate and lead the farm workers’
struggles in the respective areas. Attempts to establish
the Vioolsdrift Forum in the Northern Cape is more
challenging as the initial farm workers’ forum has been
converted to the Rooiwal household food producers’
forum and the focus has been diverted from issues
faced by local farm workers to community food
producing gardens. Participants at the meeting
suggested a new process for the establishment of a
Farm Workers’ Forum that will focus on the many

labour- related issues faced by farm workers,
immigrants and undocumented workers in the area.
Collaborations with stakeholders became critical to
address the ongoing inhumane treatment and abuse
of farm workers by white farm owners in the Lutzville
& Vredendal area. Several pickets as a form of resistance
and raising awareness about these abuses provided
solidarity between farm workers and community. The
farmer who allegedly murdered a worker has
subsequently been denied bail after he appeared several
times in the Vredendal Magistrates Court.
.
The people of Lutzville are still fighting the Australian
Mining Company (MSR) in this area. Several meetings
were held between the different role players and the
community to explore options to stop the mining
activities of MSR. The negative impact that the mining
activities of MSR has on the environment have become
evident since it is a Critical Biodiversity Area. Several
articles appeared in the local newspaper which raised
awareness on the matter. This led to fisher folk writing
a letter to the management of MSR to address their
concerns of their application. They involved the Legal
Resources Centre (LRC), Cape Nature, University of
Western Cape and Olifants River Estuary Management
for support. A meeting held by the FSC, Lutzville
community leaders and the chairperson of the fishing
forum of Ebenhaeser revealed no response from the
memorandum handed over to the MSR management.
In the meantime the solidarity between role-players
remains.
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The Citrusdal SPP office is used by the Citrusdal Farm
worker, Dwellers and Migrants Forum & the Advice
Office and as part of a learning process of partnership
with local formations, SPP plays a support role as
defined by the Forum. They mobilise the workers of
the surrounding farms and in addition refer unfair
labour dismissals to the CCMA. 25 Cases were referred
to the CCMA. Most of the cases were mediated in
favour of the workers. Eight cases still need to be
finalised. Other services and support offered are:
Settlement of Unfair Dismissals in Citrusdal;
Participating in CCMA hearings; Referring unfair labour
practises to the Department of Labour; Referring
eviction cases to the Department of Rural Development
and Land Reform; Support and report illegal evictions
to the South African Police Service (SAPS); Assisting
vulnerable farm workers/dwellers in terms of legal
assistance as well as Organizational support; Rights
based support; Liaise with cases in the Western- and
Northern Cape, intervene and/or refer if necessary.
Approximately 1200 people visited the SPP/Forum/
Advice Office.
JUNE 16 COMMEMORATION WITH CITRUSDAL
FARM WORKERS/ DWELLERS/ AND MIGRANTS
19 youth representatives from surrounding farms in
Citrusdal planned a gathering of 100 youth to express
the issues they face as young people. They illustrated
their frustration regarding unemployment, sexual
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orientation/discrimination, challenges with alcohol
and drug abuse, access to land and water, through a
protest action wearing school clothes and as an
enactment of the movie “Sarafina”. A “Speak Out”
incorporating creative ways such as singing, cultural
dancing, poetry and artivism through posters was held.
It was the first time that young females led a march
in Citrusdal. Since then more young people joined the
FSC - Movement.
EXPLORING NEW WAYS OF MOBILISING
ACTIVISM AND INCLUSIVITY
In Goodhouse we explored a new approach to mobilise
and motivate the community, to empower the
community around self-organising, on self-motivation
and how to work together. It involved a process where
all “sectors” of community can have conversation
together. There are strong leaders (male and female),
but there is a lack of solidarity and cooperation. Their
agency and power as a community (same for many
other communities) have been eroded and there is
great dependence on external players and stakeholders
to resolve their local challenges. The community now
meets on a regular basis, discussing their needs and
together looking at possible solutions. They have since
written two letters to the municipality to fix their
roads and for support for fencing for the cemetery.
This is a positive step into the future.

AGROECOLOGY FOR
FOOD SOVEREIGNTY
SURPLUS PEOPLE PROJECT ANNUAL REPORT 2016
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STRATEGIC CHOICE 3:
AGROECOLOGY FOR FOOD SOVEREIGNTY

Despite harsh climatic and geo-physical conditions
and challenging socio-political contexts to advance
agroecology, 2016 has been another year where SPP
with community partners could learn and struggle
together. In this process some gains have been
demonstrated: changed mind-sets and practices;
farmers earned incomes from their production and
through value-added products; women and youth
learnt new skills towards sustaining a future livelihood
and perceptions & values around agroecology were
redefined.
AGROECOLOGY WORKING GROUP - PLATFORM
FOR MOBILISATION AND LEARNING
Small scale farmers and producers from the Northern
and Western Cape met twice in 2016 to share
experiences, learn from each other’s practices and
plan & strategise on required training, research and
learning exchanges. An exciting and significant shift
has been the increase in both numbers and participation
of youth and women. These Working Group sessions
focused on alternative local marketing & solidarity
production and natural livestock production & water
use in semi-arid areas. On average around 45
represented farmers participate in these AE Working
Group sessions. Farmer to farmer sharing & discussions;
presentations and storytelling; demonstrations by
farmers and SPP, popular education and visits to
neighboring or local farmers are used as methodology.
The youth are bringing in a new dimension of Artivism
(Activism through Artistic means).
• A woman farmer from Riverlands (Swartland
Municipal Area) shared her practice of water harvesting
and how it helped her to save money.
• A Riebeeck-West farmer demonstrated how to plant
seeds, use compost and do mulching.
• Goedgedacht Farm exposed farmers to different
planting methods, earth worm farming, Effective Microorganisms and diverse farming implemented on this
farm.
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AGROECOLOGY TRAINING CHANGING PRAXIS
AND MIND-SETS
The purpose of agroecology training sessions is towards
knowledge sharing, awareness raising and critical
thinking & debates around agroecology as an
alternative to the dominant industrial model. Themes
in 2016 were Agroecology and Movement Building;
Climate Change and Water and Seed Sovereignty.
• 50 women in Steinkopf (Northern Cape) were trained
in agroecology. The region is semi-arid and municipal
water is expensive. Despite these impediments 20
women committed to starting individual household
food gardens as they see the long term value, both
financially and nutritionally. Seed sharing and seed
saving formed an integral part of the training and
awareness process.
• Adam Pienaar is a 70 year old residing in Porterville.
Adam has been planting his own vegetables for a
number of years but has always been using chemical
fertilizers on his crops. After a popular education
session, Adam shifted growing his vegetables in a
clean, safe, chemical free, sustainable way. Adam said:

“All these years I was thinking that growing
my own vegetables was something good.
Little did I know that the fertilizer that I have
been using is not good for my body and the
environment. If only there could be more
organisations like yours, our people would
be more aware of what these chemicals are
doing to us”.
• The Forestry Community Forum identified their
training needs which informed the agroecology support
and process with these communities. These were
vegetable production, poultry production for meat
and eggs; value adding using herbs, seed harvesting,
container gardening because of limited land and water;
recycling of waste, fynbos training and pest and disease
management and agroecological vs industrial poultry
farming.
• The Pella Community Forum initiated a value adding
session whereby thirteen women shared with a broader
formation what they have learnt both from the value
adding training SPP facilitated and their own
experiences.

NATURAL LIVESTOCK - GROWING AS A PRACTICE
AND ALTERNATIVE
Subsequently to an AE Working Group session, farmers
requested training on natural livestock. The purpose
was to share knowledge, experiences and learn about
natural livestock training from and with farmers within
the Namakwa District area who already do natural
livestock production. Different methods of farming
and recipes were discussed and shared between each
other. Some of the farmers have both local markets
for their livestock with a few also supplying to a
prominent food retail chain. Many already use
traditional farming for sheep and goats but struggle
with particular diseases where some form of medicine
or antibiotic are then used at times.
Based on the training a few farmers indicated that
they will implement the new methods whilst some
opted for a more cautious approach to first practice
the new methods.
The Jakkalskop emerging farmers of Calvinia decided
to try out the acquired knowledge and new method
to treat livestock illnesses. This was very successful in
such a way that they did not need medicine for “blood
kidney disease”, a long dreaded challenge they faced
as farmers in this region.
FARMER-LED LIVESTOCK BANK GROWING
The Livestock Bank in the Hantam Karoo area is active

and growing. Like any growing initiative it too has
many challenges. Currently there are eight decentralised
local livestock banks, which are being coordinated by
two youth, two women and four male farmers in the
various municipal areas. A decision was made that the
next financial income will be used to purchase quality
rams for each livestock bank, so that more quality
sheep will be produced.
SEED SAVING PRACTICES GROWING
24 women from three towns in Hantam Karoo received
seeds in 2015 to use as a pilot on how to farm
agroecologically. Eight women from Vosburg
successfully produced vegetables using this seed and
three also subsequently harvested seed. The women
from the other towns however faced the issue of
drought and hail in their areas. This led to no harvest,
but they are still keenly practicing agroecology. One
of the women of Williston, who received seed, had a
special harvest especially with her pumpkins. Some of
the pumpkins weighed 23kg. She also sold her
vegetables to the local market (shops and community
centre that provide food for the people in their
community). She harvested pumpkin, squash, onions
and beetroot. The women group of Sutherland has
extended to five women and two men who provide
labour support. They have also expanded their garden
by 1ha on land at the local hospital. After several
exchanges and training sessions they participated in,
they since began harvesting their own seed. This is
great progress from not utilising the land initially.
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SELF-DEVELOPMENT OF ACTIVISTS’ PART OF THE
AGROECOLOGY MOVEMENT
We responded to Namaqualand women’s request to
support their personal development. 35 women
participated in the two-day programme (16 were
young people). The program content was based on
continues engagement with women and youth in the
region and covered topics such as exploring “Who am
I”, public speaking and dealing with conflict. The
sessions boosted the confidence of participants but a
sustained strategy and process is required towards
growing the leadership of community activists.
The eldest person was 80 years old, and soon became
a role model for the young people present. She is from
Vioolsdrift, owns her land and grows crops, fruit trees,
farms with chickens, geese and offer you mint tea
from her garden if you visit her home! She built her
own home structure with reeds and canvas and she
even built her own shower structure. She said: “ ...I

want to learn from every single person and
store it in my heart, but tomorrow I will share
it with everyone else in my community...”

For the future we hope to facilitate solidarity and
learning visits to her involving youth and other women
in Rooiwal and Vioolsdrift.
LEARNING EXCHANGES - SPACES FOR
SOLIDARITY AND ORGANISING
A learning exchange to Wupperthal for Western Cape
partners of Tshintsha Amakhaya integrated
agroecology, culture and tradition and using song,
dance and storytelling as means of building activism
and relationships. Participants were exposed to local
agroecological production using indigenous knowledge
and practices; a visit to a locally controlled and
managed Rooibos Tea Factory, a woman- owned and
managed small business using excess and unused
Rooibos tea leaves to make cosmetics and a world
famous leather shoe factory. The important role of
local culture, songs and storytelling was elevated by
the presence and performance of the world famous
traditional “Riel” dancers. Culture is an integral part
of the food sovereignty approach and this process
authentically connected the theory and practice.
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Women of Melkkraal, who run a cultural homestay /
guesthouse, also explored how to add value to the
rooibos tea they produce and by visiting the
Wupperthal women’s group, whose business is about
making soap, lotion and oil of the rooibos tea waste
produced in the community, they got some new ideas
and possibilities.
Two women producers went on international
exchanges (a livestock farmer from Hantam Karoo
and FSC member went to Brazil on a Via Campesina
agroecology exchange and a young woman from
Elands Bay participated in a four country (France; India,
Brazil, and South Africa) learning exchange focused
on agroecology and land struggles.
MOBILISING FOR AGROECOLOGY
The ongoing agrarian challenges - slow pace and
inappropriate land reform, unchanged racially skewed
land ownership patterns, limited economic opportunities for small-scale farmers and farm workers/
dwellers, challenges regarding access to especially
commonage land and access to water - was captured
in a memorandum developed by small scale farmers
from three municipal areas - Swartland, Cederberg
and Matzikama. The handover of this memorandum
of demands and issues was done to the Minister of
Economic Development at an Agricultural Summit
back in October 2015.
The Department of Agriculture responded to the
memorandum in March 2016 explaining their programs
and possible support. However as they are not the
key role-player obligated to provide support, they
committed to a process to coordinate and involve
other departments.
Following this process, the FSC members and farmers
from Matzikama, Cederberg and Swartland
municipalities organised and prepared for a broader
stakeholder gathering earmarked for June 2016 which
subsequently was not well-attended. It was another
confirmation of the lack of political will from
government and the need for continued mobilisation
and pressure from FSC members.

FARMERS BENEFIT FROM ADVOCACY FOR
RESOURCES

this piece of land. The community now await his
report.

As a result of engagements and putting pressure on
local municipalities and institutions, farmers and
household producers benefitted from infrastructure
support.

Some drought support to farmers in Kareeberg and
Karoo Hoogland were received.

San Parks donated fencing to youth and women in
three towns in the Nama Khoi municipal area.
In Soebatsfontein the community have begun
discussions around starting a food security program
in the town. They identified a piece of land where the
project could take place, however the piece of land
has many constraint around ownership. They now
decided to ask the Municipality to consider
expropriation of this piece of land known as the “Tree
Camp”. The Municipal Manager requested the local
surveyor in Springbok to investigate the ownership of

In Brandvlei, women received sheep as part of an
exchange organised by SPP.
One of the municipalities funded over R200 000 for
infrastructural development inputs and resources.
Contracts for fencing were given to the local emerging
farmer’s association who have employed 20 people,
which include 6 women and one differently abled
person.
Early 2016 emerging farmers from Calvinia requested
the Department of Water Affairs to remove the alien
trees on two farms. They heeded the request by
farmers, to sell the wood and use the funds generated,
towards the poorest in the town and those without
access to electricity.
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SHORT CASE STUDY FROM A CURRENT RESEARCH PROJECT JOINTLY DONE BY
AFRICAN CENTRE FOR BIODIVERSITY AND TSHINTSHA AMAKHAYA
(SPP WAS ONE OF THE SITES OF THE STUDY)

SITE BACKGROUND AND METHODOLOGY
The Northern Cape is South Africa’s largest but most
sparsely populated province. The landscape is
characterised by vast, arid plains with outcroppings
of haphazard rock piles. Apart from a narrow strip of
winter rainfall along the coast, the province is semiarid, with little rainfall in summer. Rainfall varies from
20mm - 300mm per year. In the longer term, droughts
are expected to increase in frequency and the area
will become even drier (Nama Khoi Local Municipality
2014). The weather conditions are extreme - cold and
frosty in winter, with extremely high temperatures in
summer. The cold Atlantic Ocean forms the western
boundary.
Its principal industry is mining (including quarrying).
The Northern Cape mining industry makes up nearly
7% of South Africa’s total mining value, and contributes
23.4% to the province’s total economy. The area is
not good for agriculture, and is mostly extensive small
stock grazing (goats, sheep). Springbok is in the Nama
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Khoi local municipality in the heart of the Namakwa
spring flower tourism area. The municipality has parts
of both the Greater Richtersveld and Central
Namaqualand Coast biodiversity priority areas within
its boundaries, making it an important region for
conservation activities.
The research team comprised two ACB and three SPP
staff. A meeting was held with SPP staff in Cape Town
to explain the objectives and overall methodology for
the work. This was followed by a three-day programme,
including site visits attended by all participants in the
afternoon. Participants were drawn from Springbok,
Pella, Komaggas, Spoegrivier, Wupperthal and
Hondeklip Bay. Thirteen farmers participated (46%
women). The field trips were conducted in Springbok,
Komaggas and Pella. The process included participatory
exercises to identify the crops that were being
cultivated, the four most important crops to men and
women and the characteristics of varieties being
cultivated for these, the source of seed, seed
management practices and supporting institutions.

Participating farmers recorded 34 food crops, two
non-food (lucern for fodder, and tobacco) and 34
medicinal/herbal crops. This diversity is remarkable,
given the arid landscape and extreme heat.
Some farmers use irrigation and one farmer had a
growing tunnel to shelter his crops from the heat.
The farmers produce for subsistence and the market.
Although most of the food crops are Western
vegetables and fruit, and a few grains (maize, oats,
barley), at least three varieties of heritage crops were
recorded.
The farmers demonstrated extensive knowledge and
use of indigenous medicinal and food plants, both
cultivated and collected in the wild.
The participating farmers saved their own seed and
sourced seed through exchanges in the community
and wider afield with SPP partners, and by buying
from shops and through SPP, which supplies them
with OPVs from Sandveld Organics. Sandveld is a
certified producer and importer of a wide range of
certified organic vegetable and herb seeds that are
for sale in South Africa through a Swiss partner.
Despite their apparent reliance on seed supplied
through SPP, the farmers indicated they feel seed
secure. Their great distance from resources and
assistance has led them to be strongly aware of the
need for seed sovereignty and thus seed saving,
exchange and mutual support has become second
nature, creating a safety net for individual farmers,
where seed can be sourced from someone within the
network.
The farmers use basic and practical methods to
reproduce crops and save seed. Weaknesses in the
seed system include pests, especially rodents, the
extreme heat affecting seed storage, and the
performance of saved and exchanged seed.

CONCLUDING DISCUSSION AND AREAS
FOR FURTHER WORK
• Farmers unanimously considered themselves to be
seed secure; they are satisfied with their current seed
management system and have the right seeds at the
right time. They did not see their dependence on SPP
as problematic and were confident that, should SPP
exit, they would continue with the seed they have
amongst themselves. Seed saving is an integral part
of their agricultural practice and is done for both
practical and political reasons. Ironically, it is their
distance from access to resources and assistance that
has led them to be seed secure.
• The four main crops did not generate much discussion
on variety characteristics, and for the most part no
distinction was made between varieties.
.
• Participants indicated that saved and exchanged
seed does not always perform well for a number of
reasons, including the need for better selection
practices and storage challenges (pests and heat).
• There is a deep respect for medicinal plants and a
wealth of knowledge was displayed regarding their
uses. Despite this wealth of knowledge, there was a
request for further capacity building in this area.
• Farmers did not request any further assistance on
saving or enhancing seed, although they did express
the need to amplify their efforts on seed security, as
they rely heavily on SPP and Sandveld Organics for
their supplies.
• Farmers also expressed interest in engaging further
on the regulations to the Plant Improvement Act,
which will set down the finer details regarding the
sale of uncertified seed, and wondered how the PIA
could impact their future procurement of certified
seed for commercial cultivation.

[Source: Against the Odds: Smallholder farmers and agricultural biodiversity in South Africa - Oct 2016] ACB - Field work Report
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TOWARDS A FEMINIST
AND WOMEN LED
AGRARIAN STRUGGLE
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TOWARDS A FEMINIST AND WOMEN LED AGRARIAN STRUGGLE

Supporting women’s self-organisation and stimulating
women-led activism is a key intention and commitment
of SPP. This however is no easy task! Building alliances
and forming strategic partnerships to learn from as
well as find solidarity in, form a great part of our
organising and mobilisation work. SPP utilised different
:
strategies towards this long-term vision:

• Greater solidarity between women through the
exchanges, joint sessions and collaborative actions
(independent of SPP and using social media platforms)

ORGANISING SEPARATE SPACES FOR WOMEN
TOWARDS COLLECTIVE ACTION

• More women taking up leadership roles in Forums
and FSC

The participation of women in the Task Team of the
FSC is strengthened and supported by creating separate
spaces for discussions and popular education for
women only. We used the Task Team meetings as an
opportunity to bring women together to prepare for
the meetings whilst also sharing issues of concern and
in doing so strengthening both confidence and
solidarity.

• Women starting income generation projects in local
communities (créche, recycling, jewellery making;
mosaic; fabric painting)

39 women from the 13 forestry communities
participated in a separate planning session which led
to a discussion on domestic violence and safety of
women in their communities. This discussion was
stimulated due to the fact that one of the forum
members was brutally attacked in her home and a
child molested in one of the other communities. These
were only a few cases that women opened up about
as many women are still too scared to disclose abuse
experiences and incidents.
Skills development sessions are created where women
learn from each other on how to recycle and use waste
material to create something useful, how to make
jewellery and how to produce their own jams from
what they produce in home gardens. These skills can
be used to start small projects in their communities
for income of both women and youth.
These spaces and separate organising have already
resulted in:
• More home gardens by women and from that
experience starting to challenge for more land
• Women creating own alternative markets in
communities

• Alliances and networks with other feminists and
women’s movements and organisations such as the
Rural Women’s Assembly

• Women’s issues becoming part of the discussions of
the different platforms in order to take it forward as
a collective
• Women being more informed on patriarchy and
power in their homes and organisations

YOUTH MOBILISATION
ORGANISING SEPARATE SPACES FOR YOUTH
TOWARDS COLLECTIVE ACTION
The youth mobilisation process & strategy kicked off
in 2016 with a food event at Tyisa Nabanye, an urban
agroecological food garden & farm on state land. This
workshop brought together rural and urban youth and
was attended by 49 young people (26 women) from
Elands Bay, Darling, Riebeeck West, Moorreesburg,
Forestry villages, Riverlands, Lamberts Bay and from
the urban communities of Ithemba, Mfuleni and
Khayelitsha. They expressed the need to lead
discussions crucial for strengthening the youth
movement and to engage more people in the struggle
for land and food sovereignty and especially the
participation in the Food Sovereignty Campaign (FSC).
The outcome of a community survey conducted with
some youth in the local areas revealed that many
youth are interested in gardening and food sovereignty,
but they lack education around the topic and that
workshops and awareness sessions were needed to
making information more accessible for youth.
SURPLUS PEOPLE PROJECT ANNUAL REPORT 2016
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A session for urban youth then took place in Khayelitsha
to raise awareness among youth on the harms of
chemical based commercial farming methods and the
importance of agroecological farming within an urban
context. 20 Participants from Khayelitsha, Mfuleni and
Kraaifontein attended the workshop and discussed
topics such as what it means to be youth today, the
role of youth, agroecological methods, and harms of
genetically modified organisms (GMO’s). There was
also a discussion on and by “Fees Must Fall” affirming
the need to link our respective struggles.
.

The results of these sessions were the start of a food
garden by two young persons at one of their local
schools and them joining the Food Sovereignty
Campaign (FSC). Ekasi Project Green, a group of friends
from Khayelitsha who have a food garden in Vuzamanzi
Primary School, also joined the FSC. The way forward
is to facilitate sessions as a collective to understand
the political context of what we are trying to achieve.

A planning workshop with women and youth from
the 13 forestry communities followed which raised
awareness and mobilised youth in those communities.

Schools Mobilisation through information and
education workshops was done at three schools in
Ebenhaeser which focused on ecosystems, food
systems, and agroecology since agriculture is the
traditional livelihood of Ebenhaeser.

A youth session was held in Wuppertal for the first
time, which also focused on agroecology, food
sovereignty and how the youth need land to implement
agroecology.
The Hawequa, Western Cape community garden
project faced many obstacles in the past and was left
un-utilised for about three years. Now the youth in
Hawequa took initiative to re-establish the garden to
generate a source of income towards youth
development within Hawequa. The vision of the group
is to develop the garden into an agroecological learning
site focusing on seedling propagation and integrating
apiculture for the use of honey and to contribute to
the reviving of honey bees in the environment.
A two-day seed saving workshop and popular education
session was organised for youth in Mfuleni &
Khayelitsha to share issues regarding seeds such as
corporate control over our seeds, how to save seeds,
and how to store seeds and GMO’s.

SCHOOLS AS A SPACE TO ADVANCE
AGROECOLOGY

IMPACT OF YOUTH STRATEGY
The impact of these initial workshops was that youth
went back into their local communities to organise
themselves and mobilise other youth. The youth interns
at SPP spearheaded this process.
• Patrick Adonis from Elands Bay in the West Coast a
fishing community was chosen to attend Terra Madre
Del Gusto in Turin, Italy.
• Natasha Engelbrecht participated in a learning
exchange in France
• The Elands Bay youth started a goat farming project
• At least four gardens have been established
• At least one training in goat farming organised by
youth themselves

LAND AND ARTS FESTIVAL
• A youth group was started in Wupperthal
This event was a continuation of workshops where
the realities and struggles of land issues and the
strategies for land occupation were shared. The youth
made use of poetry, art, and theatre performances to
reflect the realities of unequal land distribution and
the absence of land rights.
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In Spoegrivier, Northern Cape we have started working
with a youth group. They have faced many challenges
such as water access and also lack of infrastructure.
They had a loss of crops due to water problems. They
now plant crops that are dependent on rainwater. The
youth group is also part of the AE working group. They
rotate each time the working group meets so to give
each member an exposure opportunity and share the
knowledge that they have gained from the AE working
group with all the members within their communities.

NORTHERN CAPE ACTIVISTS HONOUR JUNE 16

The unemployment in the Moravian Mission Station
of Nuweplaas prompted five young people to make a
difference. The group consists of 3 young women and
2 males, aged between 20 and 35. They could not
continue being dependent on their families and needed
to do something to get an income for the rural
disadvantaged households they come from. Most of
the youth in the area leave the communities for work
opportunities but this few youth felt they grew too
attached to their environment and therefore would
rather struggle to make a living in the community.
Farming being the main source of income in the
community, the youth could draw on their family’s
farming knowledge and traditions as an opportunity
for an income.

The day started with a huge circle of introductions
and sharing. Throughout the day each group got a
chance to participate in different activities: screening
of Marikana movie, learning and sharing around
traditional herbs, preparation of traditional cultural
food and practical agroecology training on different
planting methods.

In the NC we celebrated the 40th anniversary of the
Soweto Uprising. Participants recalled the police
brutality then and made parallels with the recent
Marikana massacre in 2014. With 40 youth, they reenacted and remembered the negative “circling
strategy” of the police and replaced it with a positive
strategy through rotation of different discussion tables
& related activities.

One of the youth shared at the beginning of the day:

“I’m not sure what to expect, and Iím not sure
if I will learn anything today”. At the end of
the day he shared: “I don’t want this day to end.
We as youth need to stand-up and walk the
road together to make a change.”
Some of the intentions noted were:

Nuweplaas is the only Moravian Mission Station that
is not under the control of the church and is managed
as communal land. The group applied for a piece of
land to set their dream into action but unfortunately
all the land in the community was used. David
Koopman that was using ±2 ha of land gave the group
permission to use his piece of fallow land. He died a
few weeks after his commitment to the youth. The
group then cleaned the piece of land and started
planting different types of crops to honour his belief
in them. They are planning to sell their first harvest
locally in an attempt to motivate other youth in the
community to get involved in their initiative or start
similar initiatives. Currently the group are using the
piece of land as an Agroecological Learning site where
they produce different types of vegetables and herbs.
Part of their plans is to integrate livestock and poultry
on their land.

“I want to start a herb garden”;
“I want to expand my household food garden.”
A young man who participated in the youth workshops
has since accessed land through his neighbour, who
gave him permission to farm on his land. He would
like to grow cash crops and herbs.
The movie screening introduced a political education
session and raised questions around police brutality,
the current socio-political context of youth in particular
and the challenges facing mining communities.
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ORGANISATIONAL GOVERNANCE AND MANAGEMENT

NEW WEBSITE AND SOCIAL MEDIA
We launched our new website after a participatory
process involving our Board and staff! Our aim is to
keep the website updated as an effective tool to share
information and stimulate debate and dialogue. The
analysis from social media platform shows that women
between the ages of 18 and 35 remain our biggest
users. Significant number of users is from Cape Town
and nationally but also from Italy, US and Sweden.
DONOR AND COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENTS
AND VISITS
SPP hosted a 12 person delegation from Germany
organised by Bread for the World and which involved
interactions and conversations with our community
partners. The feedback was positive as there was very
good engagement and interaction between farm
workers who could share their experiences of struggle
but also celebrate their achievements such as growing
their own food and showcasing their farming efforts.
We also hosted a 32 person delegation from the United
States (a movement around gender based violence Move to End Violence). The experience was
transformative for most of the participants. The SPP
praxis and approach to movement building and
organising triggered an engaged dialogue and
discussion.
Donor visits always provide opportunity for feedback
from communities. One woman for example said

“... SPP does something right in the
communities, I’m not sure what it is, but I
have a great feeling about the work that they
do...” Another challenged SPP for not providing the
support that they would expect. In instances such as
these one can problem solve and work on a process
together - a sign of equal partnerships. For
management it gives an opportunity to connect with
people on the ground, and for the donors to learn
about the work we do. Our work is after all about
building relationships, as activists, as movements and
for social change.

ORGANISATIONAL REFLECTION, LEARNING,
REVIEW AND PLANNING SPACES
We stayed true to our practice of making the time
and creating the space for reflection & learning. Both
sessions in 2016 involved team building activities and
opportunities to reconnect and celebrate our work
and each other. Since we have the reality of provincial
offices, time to reconvene and build solidarity is a
critical part of managing the organisation.
.
A session on Self Care was done pro-bono by Stacy
Kono from the Rockwood Institute for Leadership
(facilitated by Thousand Currents and jointly planned
with SPP). The purpose of the session was to build
strong and supportive community among staff and
reflect on how we show up as leaders and identify
practices for growth. We focused on celebrating the
work; lifting up our strengths; exploring the flip side
of strengths and using creative tools as forms of
expression and organising.
The December review included a visit to Robben Island
which was very appropriate and well-timed. It opened
up many questions and emotions from our younger
staff and interns which sparked new thoughts and
suggestions for 2017 such as confirming the need for
greater political consciousness building both internally
and with community partners & alliances.
.
A discussion on ethics in the workplace and in
communities highlighted that generally SPP
relationships and systems are sound but there are
always space for improvement!
INTERNS, AN INTEGRAL PART OF THE SPP TEAM
We are committed to providing a learning environment
for young interns. 2016 has been no exception and
we look back on a positive year of mutual learning
and growth. In as much as interns learn from us, SPP
staff is also challenged by the young people’s new and
fresh approach, their creativity and their hunger for
social justice.
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Mashford Zende (Zimbabwean intern doing his Masters
in Sustainable Agriculture) says:

• National Seed workshop hosted by ACB

“Working at Surplus Peoples Project (SPP)
had strengthened my presentation skills and
boosted my self-confidence. I have improved
my analytical skills and learnt to think
critically. I am proud that I could contribute
to a booklet on Soil and I have a clear
understanding and appreciation that the
struggle is interlinked and real.”

• Monsanto Tribunal in Den Haag, Netherlands
supported by CCFD

INTERNATIONAL AND REGIONAL EXCHANGES,
SOLIDARITY & ALLIANCE BUILDING
Some of our staff and interns participated in the
following events & processes:
• Southern Africa Permanent People’s Tribunal (PPT)
on Transnational Corporations (TNC) in Swaziland
organised by civil society and Rural Women’s Assembly
• Learning exchange to Brazilian Social Movements &
participation in the 13th Forum of the Association for
Women’s Rights in Development (AWID) organised
by IDEX (now Thousand Currents)
• Agroecology Indaba in Rwanda organised by CCFD
• Learning exchange with French agroecology farmers
and activists sharing the SPP practice and experience
organised by CCFD
• Slow Food Terra Madre in Italy supported by CCFD
• Khanya Winter School and Jozi Book fair
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• A SODI organised round table on Seed Sovereignty
in Berlin, Germany
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
We salute the activists and community partners for
their resilience, their courage and their tenacity in the
face of a declining economy and a worsening sociopolitical context. Being challenged by our community
partners has always been for us an indicator of us
doing the right thing! Thank you for trusting us and
for choosing us to work with you.
Thank you to our alliance partners and especially
Tshintsha Amakhaya and Northern Cape Regional
Network partners for the solidarity and the cooperation
during the year. We look forward to continued
collaborative work and joint campaigning.
.
As we look back on 2016 we give recognition to the
SPP Board for their loyal support and guidance. Thank
you SPP staff for your hard work, passion and
commitment. It has been a challenging year of building
and supporting new and younger staff members and
interns. We did it because we believed in what we do.
2017 lies ahead with many dreams and intentions but
also many uncertainties across the globe. Let’s therefore
stay vigilant and relevant.
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ABRIDGED AUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

SURPLUS PEOPLE PROJECT NPC (RF) 1995/12055/08
(Association Incorporated under Section 21 of the Companies Act)

024-864 NPO PBO 930009073
Financial Statement for the year ended 31 December 2016

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
Figures in Rand
Assets
Non-Current Assets
Property, plant and equipment
Current Assets
Accounts receivable
Cash and cash equivalents
Total Assets
Funds and Liabilities
Accumulated surplus
Current Liabilities
Accounts and other payables
Deferred income
Leave provision
Total Liabilities
Total Funds and Liabilities
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2016

2015

413 292
413 292

456 702
456 702

107 500
3 985 738
4 093 238
4 506 530

4 888 114
4 888 114
5 344 816

4 151 910
4 151 910

4 423 710
4 423 710

80 338
0
274 282
354 620

48 876
752 295
119 935
991 106

4 506 530

5 344 816

SURPLUS PEOPLE PROJECT NPC (RF) 1995/12055/08
(Association Incorporated under Section 21 of the Companies Act)

024-864 NPO PBO 930009073
Financial Statement for the year ended 31 December 2016

STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
Figures in Rand

2016

2015

9 636 443

9 031 610

(10 094 425)

(7 700 862)

(457 982)

1 330 748

186 182

117 749

(271 800)

1 448 497

-

-

(271 800)

1 448 497

Accumulated
surplus

Total

R

R

2 975 213

2 975 213

Total comprehensive surplus for the year

1 448 497

1 448 497

Total changes

1 448 497

1 448 497

Balance at 01 January 2016

4 423 710

4 423 710

Total comprehensive surplus for the year

(271 800)

(271 800)

Total changes

(271 800)

(271 800)

4 151 910

4 151 910

Revenue
Operating Expenses
Operating (deficit)/surplus
Interest received
Surplus for the year
Other comprehensive income
Total comprehensive surplus

SURPLUS PEOPLE PROJECT NPC (RF) 1995/12055/08
(Association Incorporated under Section 21 of the Companies Act)

024-864 NPO PBO 930009073
Financial Statement for the year ended 31 December 2016

STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN FUNDS
Figures in Rand

Balance at 01 January 2016
Changes in funds

Changes in funds

Balance at 31 December 2016
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DONORS 2016

Africa Groups of Sweden (AGS)
African Women Development Fund (AWDF)
Bread for the World (formerly Evangelischer Entwicklungdienst - EED)
Comité Catholique Contre La Faim Et Pour Dévelopment (CCFD - Terre Solidaire)
Fastenopfer
Foundation for Human Rights (FHR)
IUCN
SODI
Tshintsha Amakhaya
United Church of Canada (UCC)
National Development Agency (NDA)
Interchurch Organisation for Development Co-operation (ICCO)
Department of Social Development - Western Cape
National Lotteries Board
International Development Exchange (IDEX) soon to be Thousand Currents
Environmental Monitoring Group (EMG)
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